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Abstract

Machine translation translates one natural lan-
guage to another, a well-defined natural lan-
guage processing task. Neural machine trans-
lation (NMT) is a widely accepted machine
translation approach, but it requires a sufficient
amount of training data, which is a challenging
issue for low-resource pair translation. More-
over, the multimodal concept utilizes text and
visual features to improve low-resource pair
translation. WAT2022 (Workshop on Asian
Translation 2022) organizes (hosted by the
COLING 2022) English to Hindi multimodal
translation task where we have participated as a
team named CNLP-NITS-PP in two tracks: 1)
text-only and 2) multimodal translation. Herein,
we have proposed a transliteration-based phrase
pairs augmentation approach, which shows im-
provement in the multimodal translation task.
We have attained the second best results on the
challenge test set for English to Hindi multi-
modal translation with BLEU score of 39.30,
and a RIBES score of 0.791468.

1 Introduction

The multimodal NMT (MNMT) concept aims to
include different input modalities, such as images
in addition to text and attempts to improve low-
resource pair translation by merging visual features
in addition to textual features (Shah et al., 2016).
The attention-based encoder-decoder architecture
for NMT handles various issues of long-term de-
pendency and variable-length phrases via sequence-
to-sequence learning and attains a state-of-the-art
technique of machine translation (MT) (Bahdanau
et al., 2015; Luong et al., 2015). Also, NMT shows
remarkable performance for low-resource Indian
languages (Pathak and Pakray, 2018; Pathak et al.,
2018; Laskar et al., 2019a,b, 2020a, 2021c,b). Fur-
ther, to handle the data scarcity problem, the au-
thors (Sen et al., 2020) augmenting phrase pairs and
the source language transliteration-based (Laskar
et al., 2022) approach to enhance text-only based

for low-resource pair translation. This paper aims
to investigate the English to Hindi multimodal
translation task in WAT2022 with a proposed
transliteration-based phrase pairs augmentation ap-
proach (as discussed in 3.2).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents the review of related works. The
system description is briefly discussed in Section
3. Section 4 reports the results and Section 5 con-
cludes the paper with future scope.

2 Related Works

The literature survey explores existing works
on MNMT for English-Hindi language pair
(Dutta Chowdhury et al., 2018; Sanayai Meetei
et al., 2019; Laskar et al., 2019c, 2021a). We par-
ticipated in WAT2020 on multimodal translation
task for English to Hindi translation and attained
the best results with a BLEU score of 33.57 on
the challenge test set(Laskar et al., 2020b) using
RNN-based MNMT model (Calixto and Liu, 2017;
Calixto et al., 2017) and taking advantage of pre-
trained word embeddings of the monolingual cor-
pus. Later, we improved the results in WAT2021
(Laskar et al., 2021a) using phrase pairs augmenta-
tion. In this work, we have investigated a proposed
transliteration-based phrase pairs augmentation ap-
proach to enhance the multimodal translational per-
formance of English to Hindi.

3 System Description

The experiments are carried out in four operations,
namely, transliteration-based phrase pairs augmen-
tation, data preprocessing, model training, and test-
ing. The OpenNMT-py (Klein et al., 2017) tool is
utilized to build multimodal and text-only models
independently. The difference between our pre-
vious work (Laskar et al., 2020b) and this work
is that the current work uses transliteration-based
phrase pairs augmentation.
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3.1 Dataset Description

The dataset namely, Hindi Visual Genome 1.11

(Parida and Bojar, 2020) is used in the multimodal
translation task of English-to-Hindi, which is pro-
vided by WAT2022 organizer (Nakazawa et al.,
2022). In this dataset, duplicates (text and image)
are present in the train set (Laskar et al., 2020b),
which have image ID numbers 2328549, 2391240,
and 2385507. Therefore, we have removed those
duplicates and thus train set contains 28,927 images
and the same number of corresponding English-
Hindi parallel sentences. The validation, test (eval-
uation and challenge) set contains 998, 1,595, and
1,400 images and parallel sentences.

3.2 Transliteration-based Phrase Pairs
Augmentation

In this operation, the English-Hindi parallel train
set is first used to extract source-target phrase pairs,
which are then added to the train set. (Sen et al.,
2020) used SMT-based phrase pairs to enrich train-
ing data in order to enhance low-resource pair trans-
lation. To extract phrase pairs (Laskar et al., 2021a),
we have used Giza++ (Och and Ney, 2003) follow-
ing (Sen et al., 2020). Duplicates and blank lines
are eliminated before adding to the parallel train
set. Table 1 presents the statistics for the phrase
pairs that were extracted. Table 2 presents the data
statistics for the train set (before and after augmen-
tation). Afterwards, the sentences from English
sources are transliterated into Hindi script using
indic-trans 2 (Bhat et al., 2014). The translitera-
tion strategy aims to enable lexical sharing at the
sub-word level between source and target sentences
that will take place during training. The sample
overlaps words (bold marks) of transliterated En
and Hi tokens of the training set, are presented in
Figure 1.

3.3 Data Preprocessing, System Training, and
Testing

The pre-trained CNN-VGG193 is used to extract
the image/visual features from the image data. Un-
like (Laskar et al., 2020b, 2021a), we have consid-
ered the co-ordinate or bounded box region infor-
mation (X, Y, width, height) of the images as the

1https://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/
repository/xmlui/handle/11234/1-3267

2https://github.com/libindic/
indic-trans

3https://github.com/iacercalixto/
MultimodalNMT

Figure 1: Sample overlap words (bold marks) in the
transliterated source (En) and target (Hi) sentence (train
set).

visual features, which are available in the Hindi Vi-
sual Genome 1.1 (Parida and Bojar, 2020). More-
over, we have augmented image features of ex-
tracted phrase pairs. To select relevant images of
the corresponding phrase pairs, we have searched
each phrase in the original parallel corpus, if it
is found then the corresponding image and its co-
ordinate information are considered. But there is
a problem if multiple sentences contain the same
phrase subset. To handle this issue, a filtering step
solution is considered.

• First, for every En-Hi phrase pair extracted
from the corpus, we found the matching En-
glish segments from the corpus which have
the English part of the phrase pair as a sub-
string (filter-1).

• If the length of the resulting data-frame i.e.,
the number of matching English segments for
the English part of the phrase is 0, then the
phrase is skipped as it is invalid. If the length
is 1, since only one English segment matches
it, that segment is directly selected.

• On the other hand, if the length is more than
1 i.e. more than 1 English segments have the
English phrase as sub-string, the resulting En-
glish segments are again filtered (filter-2) to
check if the corresponding Hindi phrase of
the phrase pairs also has subset in the Hindi
segments.

– If after filter-2, the result is 0, i.e., there
are no matching Hindi segments that
have the Hindi phrase as sub-string, then
from the filter-1 data-frame, i.e. the fi-
nal segment from matching English seg-
ments is randomly selected.

https://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/repository/xmlui/handle/11234/1-3267
https://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/repository/xmlui/handle/11234/1-3267
https://github.com/libindic/indic-trans
https://github.com/libindic/indic-trans
https://github.com/iacercalixto/MultimodalNMT
https://github.com/iacercalixto/MultimodalNMT
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Number of Phrase Pairs Tokens
En Hi

158,131 392,966 410,696

Table 1: Data Statistics of extracted phrase pairs.

Train Set Number of Parallel Sentence/Segments
Before Augmentation 28,927
After Augmentation 187058

Table 2: Data Statistics of train set (before and after augmentation).

– If the number of matches after Hindi seg-
ment matching is 1, then that single seg-
ment is selected.

– If the number of Hindi phrase matches is
more than 1, then a matching segment is
randomly selected with a seed value.

The OpenNMT-py toolkit has been used for text
data tokenization, preprocessing, and conducting
independent training sessions for text-only and mul-
timodal NMT. We have followed the default set-
tings of (Calixto and Liu, 2017; Calixto et al., 2017)
and employed the bidirectional RNN (BRNN) at
the encoder and doubly-attentive RNN at decoder
during the training process of multimodal NMT.
We have used a batch size of 32, a dropout value
of 0.3, and an Adam optimizer with 0.002 learning
rate during the training process. We have trained
on a single GPU with early stopping criteria i.e.,
the model training is halted if does not converge
on the validation set for more than 10 epochs. The
obtained optimum trained models of multimodal
and text-only NMT were applied to the evaluation
and challenge test set. The basic difference in the
testing phase is that multimodal NMT uses visual
features of image test data. The source English
sentences of test data are transliterated and then ap-
plied to the trained model to generate the predicted
target Hindi sentences.

4 Result and Analysis

The WAT2022 shared task organizer (Nakazawa
et al., 2022) published the evaluation result5 of the
multimodal translation task for English to Hindi.
We participated with the team name CNLP-NITS-
PP in the multimodal and text-only submission
tracks of the same task where four teams partici-
pated. The automatic evaluation metrics, BLEU

5http://lotus.kuee.kyoto-u.ac.jp/WAT/
evaluation/index.html

Figure 2: Sample predicted output on challenge test
data.

http://lotus.kuee.kyoto-u.ac.jp/WAT/evaluation/index.html
http://lotus.kuee.kyoto-u.ac.jp/WAT/evaluation/index.html
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Our System Test Set BLEU RIBES

Text-only NMT
Challenge 37.20 0.770640
Evaluation 37.00 0.795302

Multi-modal NMT
Challenge 39.30 0.791468
Evaluation 39.40 0.802635

Table 3: Our system’s results (official) on English to Hindi multimodal translation Task.

Other System Test Set BLEU RIBES
Multi-modal NMT (Team: Volta (First Position)) Challenge 51.60 0.859645
Multi-modal NMT (Team: Organizer) Challenge 20.34 0.644230

Table 4: Other system’s results (official)4 on English to Hindi multimodal translation Task.

Figure 3: Manual comparison of MNMT output (with-
out transliteration and with transliteration).

(Papineni et al., 2002), RIBES (Isozaki et al., 2010)
were used for evaluation of results. Table 3 and 4
reported the official results of our and other systems
(Team: Volta (first position) and Organizer). Our
team and another team (Volta) achieved the second
and first position in multimodal submission for the
challenge test set. The quantitative results show
that the MNMT outperforms text-only NMT due to
the use of visual and textual features. Furthermore,
our system’s results have improved compared to
our previous work on the same task (Laskar et al.,
2020b). The BLEU, RIBES scores of the present
work show (+5.73, +0.037327), increments on the
challenge test set for MNMT, where it is realized
that transliteration-based phrase pairs augmenta-
tion improves translational performance. The sam-
ple examples of outputs, along with Google trans-
lation and transliteration of Hindi words, are pre-
sented in Figure 2. Moreover, Figure 3 presents a
manual comparison of MNMT predicted outputs
where we have considered with or without translit-
eration in the phrase pairs augmentation model.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we have proposed the use of
transliteration-based phrase pairs augmentation in

the WAT2022 multimodal translation task for En-
glish to Hindi translation. Our multimodal NMT
attained a higher score than that of the text-only
NMT model and existing work of (Laskar et al.,
2020b). A multilingual-based approach will be in-
vestigated to improve the translational performance
of low-resource multimodal NMT.
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